## WINTER BASKETBALL 2020 MAJOR GIRLS DIVISION

**GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP IS EVERYONE'S RESPONSIBILITY, BE A GOOD SPORT!! PLAYERS, COACHES & PARENTS!!**

### TEAMS | COACHES
---|---
Lakeretts | Monica Carrillo
Evergreen | Manny Valencia
Ballaers | Melisa Duarte
AIA | Angel Romo
Lady Hawks | Jennifer Caribes
LCRC Sparks | Edwin Merida

### SAT. JAN 18
- **Home:** Lady Hawks VS Sparks 2:00PM LCRC
- **Visitor:** Ballers VS Lakeretts 3:00PM LCRC
- **Visitor:** AIA VS Evergreen 4:00PM LCRC

### SAT. JAN 25
- **Home:** Lakeretts VS Costello 1 1:10PM LCRC
- **Visitor:** Sparks VS Evergreen 2:15PM LCRC
- **Visitor:** Ballers VS AIA 2:15PM LCRC

### TUE. JAN 28
- **Home:** Lakeretts VS AIA 6:00PM GRC
- **Visitor:** Sparks VS Ballers 6:50PM GRC
- **Visitor:** Lady Hawks VS Evergreen 7:40PM GRC

### SAT. FEB 1
- **Home:** AIA VS Lady Hawks 2:50PM GRC
- **Visitor:** Evergreen VS Ballers 3:00PM ERC
- **Visitor:** Lakeretts VS Sparks 4:00PM ERC

### TUE. FEB 4
- **Home:** AIA VS Sparks 6:00PM GRC
- **Visitor:** Lady Hawks VS Ballers 6:50PM GRC
- **Visitor:** Evergreen VS Lakeretts 6:00PM EV

### SAT. FEB 8
- **Home:** Sparks VS Lady Hawks 1:10PM LCRC
- **Visitor:** Lakeretts VS Ballers 3:00PM ERC
- **Visitor:** Evergreen VS AIA 4:00PM ERC

### TUE. FEB 11
- **Home:** Evergreen VS Sparks 6:00PM LCRC
- **Visitor:** Lady Hawks VS Lakeretts 7:00PM LCRC
- **Visitor:** AIA VS Ballers 8:00PM GRC

### SAT. FEB 15
- **Home:** AIA VS Lakeretts 3:00PM ERC
- **Visitor:** Ballers VS Sparks 2:00PM LCRC
- **Visitor:** Evergreen VS Lady Hawks 4:00PM ERC

### TUE. FEB 18
- **Home:** Ballers VS Evergreen 7:00PM GRC
- **Visitor:** Sparks VS Lakeretts 8:00PM LCRC
- **Visitor:** Lady Hawks VS AIA 8:00PM GRC

### SAT. FEB 22
- **Home:** Ballers VS Lady Hawks 1:10PM LCRC
- **Visitor:** Sparks VS AIA 2:00PM LCRC
- **Visitor:** Lakeretts VS Evergreen 2:00PM ERC

### TUE. FEB 25
- **Home:** 1ST PLACE VS 4TH PLACE 6:00PM TBD
- **Visitor:** 2ND PALCE VS 3RD PLACE 7:00PM TBD

### SAT. FEB 29
- **Champion VS Game TBD TBD**

### PICTURE DAY FRIDAY FEBRUARY 7, 2020

Games will be played according to City Wide Rules:

**WITH AN EXCEPTION TO:**

**Mandatory Sub 1st Half and 1st 10 Min of 2nd Half**

**Last 10 Min of the 2nd half is free Subs**

**HOME TEAM WEARS LIGHTER JERSEYS**

**VISITOR WEARS DARKER JERSEYS**

**TOP 4 TEAMS WILL MAKE THE PLAY-OFFS**